


University of Tripoli Library Libya

Thomas was the lead designer on this project for Hamilton Architects. This dome 
was designed for the University of Tripoli in Libya to centralise their libraries.

The concept that he developed for this project was to link celestial events to 
the building. To do this, sunlight was allowed to shine in the centre of the library 
at specific times on the solstices and equinoxes, while the moon cycles were 
mapped out to provide the templates for the landscaping. 



The Crystal London

This mixed use tower was designed by Thomas for Hamilton Architects. The tower’s design 
is a response to its location on the edge of the river Thames. The site is on a bend in the river 
with views over the City and parliament. The accumulation of these factors inspired the use 
of a twisted structure as it has multiple orientation points.

This project was developed up to planning for a private client.



The Diplomatic Club Libya
This project consists of a number of holiday homes 
focused around a leisure and retail centre. Thomas 
worked on this project at several stages from the 
initial concept design, to producing structural pack-
ages for various elements. This project is being run 
by Hamilton Architects.



Hale Village London

This is a project started as a competition entry that was submitted by Hamilton Architects under the direc-
tion of Paul Birch. Thomas Peto was introduced to this project at this stage to produce a facade design and 
rendered images for the entry.  This scheme won the competition and is being built by Hamilton Architects.



Pavilion In The Park Scotland

This pavilion was designed for Queens Park in Glasgow as 
part of a competition. The brief was to provide a structure that 
could accommodate different functions. To respond to that, 
it’s design offers a covered outdoor space with rig to mount 
lighting or sound equipment and a linked internal space at the 
back that can be used as a function room or back of house.



Entrance Hall London
This entrance hall was designed by Thomas for Hamilton Architects. The 
concept of the space centres around a glass chandelier that is a scaled version 
of the facade. The chandelier is animated by the movements of people enter-
ing and leaving. This is achieved by projecting video down the glass and is rein-
forced by LED strips in the floor which also respond to the movements of people.



Inner Space London

This is a work in progress, it explores the relationship 
the viewer has with their environment. To achieve this 
motion tracking and video mapping are used. This cre-
ates an immersive and interactive frame work.



The Young Vic  has provided a space to produce an experimental piece of work 
with the use of a system called View Points. This system creates a frame work 
where  collaborators are encouraged to follow each others lead rather than a top 
down approach. Here Thomas is generating the visual element as well as contrib-
uting to the underling story.

Division



The story  behind this piece of work is based on the premise that the outer world 
inform the inner and in return the inner world informs the outer.  At the heart of this 
pice is a simple hexagonal structure within this frame are panels of acrylic. Im-
ages are projected on to the acrylic panels from around the out side of the room 
these then bounce off on to the walls.  

Structure Growth



Vyonyx commissioned this piece for its launch 
party. The concept behind this peace of work 
was to create a light sculpture that transformed 
the room and morphed as you explored it. This 
was achieved buy bouncing projections of a 
structure made entirely of acrylic  panels.

Virtualy



This project brings to life the relationship between the internal an external worlds. 
This piece is a collaboration between a Physicist, Dancer and Artist (Thomas)  
The dancer’s brain waves were monitored in real time and used to make sound 
while the graph data was projected into a camera feed back loop. The dancer  
submersed herself in this environment and began responding to her own thoughts 
and movements.

Dancing The Invisible








